Being John McEnroe by Natalie Alvarez
First, a confession: I've had a lifelong obsession with the tennis star John McEnroe. I was a young girl when the petulant and unpredictable teenage upstart was taking Centre Court by storm. When McEnroe was in play, I could be found on the floor a couple of feet from our faux-wood monstrosity of a television set, with the volume elevated to levels that unnerved my parents, in the hopes of catching one of his oddly lyrical outbursts: "You are the pits of the world!" I would study McEnroe's every move: the odd contortions of his body as he moved into his serve, the impulsive flicks of his racket when he would rush the net to volley, the tortured self-scrutinizing as he walked back to the service line after losing a point. Compared to more conventional games characterized by disciplined rounds of groundstrokes to see who would flub first, McEnroe's court movement was an excitingly improvised choreography.
As Tim Adams recounts in his brilliant book about McEnroe, whose title I shamelessly borrow (along with the movie title it echoes 1 ), fellow players and sportswriters waxed poetic in their efforts to capture McEnroe's distinctive game: "his matches were like action paintings, or jazz solos, or the creative efforts of a writer faced always with a blank page" (17). There were accounts of McEnroe rarely practising except by playing doubles for fun; he listened to Joan Jett on his headphones before a match and subsisted on a diet of McDonald's and pretzels (16) . He was a punk: an undisciplined, bratty teenager who had little respect for authority and an unruly head of hair that his headband failed to contain-along with his temper. The sheer audacity of the "Mac Attack," as his rages came to be called, was astonishing to me and became a kind of vicarious outlet for all that I felt I had to repress as I tried to be a good, disciplined daughter of immigrant parents who had three other teenagers to contend with.
This fascination with McEnroe led to dreams of a onewoman show. My plan was to centre the piece on the 1980 Wimbledon final, a rivalry between two antithetical states of consciousness that led to one of the most infamous tiebreakers in tennis history: Bjorn Borg, the cool Swede and defending champion with the long locks who epitomized emotional restraint, consistency, and calm control, qualities that earned him the nickname "Iceman," versus the erratic, impulsive, and emotional McEnroe, a.k.a."Superbrat." And so it was with a cruel mix of excitement and deflation that I learned about the 2011 Toronto Nuit Blanche performance The Tie-break, in which artists Tibi Tibi Neuspiel and Geoffrey Pugen re-enacted, point for point, the 22-minute tiebreaker of that 1980 Wimbledon final over the course of the 12-hour festival. The Nuit Blanche The Tie-break followed in the wake of an appearance by McEnroe himself at a Legends of Tennis exhibition match against Jim Courier at Hamilton's former Copps Coliseum in 2010.
Using the Toronto Nuit Blanche tiebreaker re-enactment and the exhibition match in Hamilton as critical touchstones, my aim here is to investigate what this notion of "being John McEnroe" reveals about the intersections between sports psychology and acting theory, the powers of commerce to produce particular performances of self, and the racial politics of anger. And in the spirit of McEnroe's capricious, anti-establishment style, my reflections in these pages will feel their way through a series of argumentative chips and charges, passing shots, long lobs, and the occasional netted drop shot.
A long lob
On a frigid October evening, Neuspiel and Pugen walk onto Commerce Court at King and Bay Streets in Toronto's financial district, which has been turned into Centre Court. Floodlights illuminate the full-scale tennis court lined by spectators, who cheer at the sight of Neuspiel and Pugen, doppelgängers of Borg and McEnroe respectively in their 1980s heyday with signature vintage tennis gear and headbands.
2 The Tie-break is one among a series of collaborations by Neuspiel and Pugen that sit at the intersection of sport and performance art. Hurdles, at the Art Gallery of Ontario in 2013, featured the two artists competing in sprint heats over sculptural hurdles throughout the gallery. In Drills, installed in a squash court at New York University in 2014, the artist "drills" repeatedly construct and deconstruct art installations in the court for the accidental spectators of gym-goers. The drills satirize the competitive pressures of artistic productivity as performance artists attempt to compete in an art market that newly consumes the art "event" following the same logic that performance art, in its historical investments in objectlessness, had hoped to eschew. 
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The 2011 performance staged at Commerce Court is presented in the Nuit Blanche program as a neo-liberal allegory exploring "the relationship between conservatism and risk in the economic square."
4 But its setting in Commerce Court in the financial district also serves to foreground the commercialization of sport and its impacts on the formation of sports figures, as I will discuss later. The performers do not, of course, replicate the progression of each rally in the tiebreaker shot by shot-such a feat of exact duplication would be impossible, as it is with all re-enactmentsbut they do manage to capture the general choreography of each rally on the basis of who wins, who loses, and how. The athleticism of faithful approximation rather than exact duplication is what allows the affective force of this historical re-enactment to take hold. As Rebecca Schneider has argued about re-enactments, "it is in the errors, the cracks in the effort, the almost but not quite, that give us some access to sincerity, to fidelity, to a kind of touch across time" (112).
In the dulcet tones typical of the English sports commentators of Wimbledon, a man in a trench coat sits at a microphone and introduces the players as they warm up: Borg, "his tight headband pulled tight across his head framing an impassive face," and McEnroe, "the brash New Yorker christened 'Superbrat' by the press." The commentary quickly takes a psychoanalytic turn, training our attention on McEnroe, whose behaviour he attempts to diagnose. McEnroe is clearly intended to be the object of our gaze in this performance; Borg serves merely as the inscrutable cipher that unveils, by sheer contrast, McEnroe's pathology. McEnroe, the commentator tells us, suffered from confusion resulting from an "indecisiveness in playing left or right handed." This confusion is due, the commentator speculates, to what "some critics have labelled his apparent bipolar disorder, which would also account for his sudden outbursts on the court in that the left and right sides of his brain are simply fighting for control over his limbs." In the spirit of the masculinist traditions of Freudian psychoanalysis, McEnroe's pathology is feminized, the possible result of a "predisposed dyslexic condition on his mother's side," and sexualized, as a "wanton ambidextrosity."
These musings on McEnroe's "wanton ambidextrosity"-the performance's only departure from what was otherwise a direct transcript of the BBC commentary on the 1980 Wimbledon final-were a conceit to help explain why Pugen, as a right-hander, could not realize McEnroe's notoriously left-handed playing (Pugen). But despite its pragmatic function, this psychoanalytic commentary is an extension of The Tie-break's acute attention to historical detail, down to the vintage whites and wooden racquets. At the time of the 1980 Wimbledon final, sports psychology and a taste for "armchair psychology," as Adams puts it (59), were gaining considerable traction most notoriously through tennis coach Timothy Gallwey's The Inner Game of Tennis, first published in 1974. In The Inner Game, Gallwey identifies what all too often impedes the relaxed concentration so necessary to a successful game of tennis, and he does so in terms that parallel the sports commentator's pathology of McEnroe in The Tie-break-that of a bifurcated consciousness. Gallwey maintains that two selves vie for control over the player's game: Self 1 and Self 2. Self 1 is the teller, the conscious mind who tells Self 2 what to do moment to moment: "Keep your eyes on the ball," "Bend your knees," "Keep your wrist firm." Self 2 is the doer, the realm of unconscious muscle memory, who is far more competent than Self 1 realizes. Gallwey maintains that the key to "getting it together mentally in tennis" involves leaving Self 1 in the locker room and "learning to see 'nonjudgmentally'-that is, to see what is happening rather than merely noticing how well or how badly it is happening." This will overcome the tendency to "try too hard" (54).
The obstructionist tendencies of the overly self-conscious Self 1 who tries too hard and overthinks are what accounts for the phenomenon of choking so vividly captured in Malcolm Gladwell's "The Art of Failure." Gladwell opens his article with the heartbreaking account of Jana Novotna in the 1993 Wimbledon final against the indomitable Steffi Graf. Novotna, who was one point away from clinching the title, suddenly seemed to forget how to serve. She became visibly agitated and starting talking to herself in the way Gallwey characterizes Self 1's vituperative behaviour toward Self 2. In an effort to explain these otherwise inexplicable moments when the most experienced professionals choke, Gladwell reviews the scientific literature on explicit learning, when learning takes place in a very deliberate manner, and implicit learning, when learning happens "outside of awareness." Choking, Gladwell asserts, "is about thinking too much," causing us to revert to the overly conscious, mechanical mode of explicit learning characteristic of beginners.
This problem of silencing the overly conscious mind is, of course, a familiar one to theatre folk. Konstantin Stanislavski, who felt his performances were often marred by self-consciousness, turned to a method of physical actions that relied on the doctrine of reflex conditioning advanced by the Russian physiologist Ivan Pavlov. Rehearsal and repetition would allow a physical score of actions to become "automized" in the actor's muscles and nerves, liberating the mind from its consciousness of the task (Roach 213) . Spontaneous automatism is what saves the actor from the "psychophysical paralysis" (207) that often occurs with stage fright or the self-consciousness that occurs when observed by spectators-a problem shared by athletes, who must perform at their peak in front of thousands of fans. Gladwell notes the instance of New York Yankees' second basemen Chuck Knoblauch, who "under the stress of playing in front of forty thousand fans in Yankees Stadium" found himself reverting to explicit learning mode, throwing to first base "like a Little Leaguer again." McEnroe made Centre Court the stage for this dramatic conflict between the domineering consciousness of Self 1 that was always threatening to annihilate Self 2. His explosive utterancesfrom the trademark "You cannot be serious!" to "You are the pits of the world!," which often cost McEnroe points and fines-were, McEnroe claimed, mostly directed at himself rather than the umpires or linespersons at whom they seemed to be directed. It may very well be, though, that McEnroe's tantrums were his idiosyncratic way of contending with Self 1 in order to get him out of mind and off the court and return to a more focused game; his outbursts, after all, always seemed to have the effect of rallying him to the charge. And as the newest member of Milos Raonic's coaching team, McEnroe intends to help the rising Canadian tennis star improve his game by embracing more of his emotional life on court (DiManno).
In the theatre of tennis, one of the few sports that (like theatre) demands quiet from its spectators, Centre Court continued the project of naturalism as a laboratory for behaviour analysis. According to Adams, the television coverage of Wimbledon in the 1980s began to take a voyeuristic interest in "McEnroe's dramatic self-exposure" (58). Betraying a keen awareness of the court-asstage, McEnroe observes, "The way I acted on a tennis court was more the way people acted in life" (qtd. in Adams 18). "To be honest," McEnroe remarks, "I think everyone these days is easily irritated. I just show it more obviously than most people. Most people aren't in touch with themselves or true to themselves" (qtd. in Hodgkinson et al.) . But to what extent was McEnroe, in his predictable tantrums, being true to himself when the Mac Attack was a phenomenon that became branded early in his career and goaded by fans? And in what ways does the Mac Attack invite us to consider how public expressions of anger must be read through the prism of race and gender? A fan, no doubt eager to witness a genuine Mac Attack, began shouting out every time McEnroe threw the ball up to serve. McEnroe tried to ignore it at first but then became visibly agitated. He turned to veteran Canadian umpire Dennis Huss to ask whether he planned to do anything about the crowd behaviour, and he requested a "let" for the interruptions. Huss rejected the request but made an announcement to the crowd to refrain from shouting during the serves. The interruptions ceased. But these attempts to aggravate McEnroe nevertheless managed to stoke something in him. He became irascible and touchy, and the mood in the stadium shifted. As Globe and Mail writer Tom Tebbutt put it in his coverage of the match, McEnroe "succeeded in sucking all the air out of the building with a single outburst featuring the Fword." McEnroe proceeded to dispute a line call and harass Huss. From my seat in the first row, I distinctly felt alongside my fellow fans an eagerness to receive the outburst as merely a performance for our entertainment-what Mark Hodgkinson describes as the "tantrums to order, a theatrical you-cannot-be-serious schtick." In his autobiography McEnroe himself admits to being acutely aware of this expectation to perform the Mac Attack: "the crowd is disappointed if I don't explode at least once a match" (300).
In what ways does the Mac Attack invite us to consider how public expressions of anger must be read through the prism of race and gender?
But the sheer ugliness and hostility of McEnroe's anger made it quickly apparent that this went beyond a performance for our benefit. McEnroe was on a mission to humiliate the umpire, calling him a clown, suggesting that he didn't know his role in an exhibition match and that he should be replaced. The display was sad and tinged with a palpable self-loathing, as though he was resentful of being expected to perform, of being spectated, of being John McEnroe.
5 He seemed to me a bear baited by spectators eager to experience a genuine Mac Attack, only to produce one far more genuine than anything they cared to witness. The expression of anger seemed to teeter precariously on that razor-thin performative edge between the manufactured and the genuine, which throws into question our ability to hold fast to any such notion of the real, particularly when it's a glimpse of the real that our desires have produced.
The general disposition of the crowd turned to a flat disenchantment reminiscent of the Brits' responses in the 1980s to what they perceived as McEnroe's disrespectful behaviour at Wimbledon, which the UK press framed as a quintessentially American brashness. Here, too, McEnroe's rage was provoked by Canadian fans only to make possible a collective self-righteous embrace of Canadian politeness against the indecorous display of American self-indulgent anger. That the Mac Attack can be cast as an expression of a national emotional temperament was recently reinforced in the US press itself, though in decidedly more positive terms. In their article "Crossing the Line," Maiken Baird and Michelle Major insist that while McEnroe's "antics … may have been offensive to more conservative crowds abroad," they were an expression of his "unwavering competitive spirit" and what "made McEnroe so uniquely American"; "looking back on McEnroe's matches it seems almost unreasonable-and perhaps un-American-to expect great players to play with everything they've got and to win for the U.S., but not to argue bad calls that can turn a match in the favour of their opponent." Adams reinforces this point, observing that McEnroe "took an American pride" in the fact that "he knew his rights" and employed "the rhetoric of the judiciary when arguing with umpires-'Answer the question!'" (32).
A cross-court volley
Despite McEnroe's claims that he was true to himself or was behaving on court as people do-or would like to-in everyday life, the Mac Attack became a branded emotion that funded a corporate identity. After witnessing McEnroe's volatile on-court behaviour as an 18-year-old qualifier at Wimbledon, Phil Knight, the co-founder and chairman of Nike, Inc., offered McEnroe a sponsorship (Adams 90). In its early marketing strategies, Nike harnessed the Mac Attack as a signature expression of its antiestablishment ethos and "Just Do It" trademark. Money, in the 1980s era of tennis, became attached to emotions and personalities; McEnroe's emotional outbursts put into motion a lucrative affective economy of media attention, increased viewership, and corporate sponsorship dollars. In his autobiography, McEnroe observes, "I arrived on the scene at a combustible moment for professional tennis.… [P]ersonality was generating media exposure, which was generating more money, which in turn guaranteed more media exposure-which in turn drove in even more money. Where money and publicity meet … good behaviour is rarely a part of the mix" (89).
A nick … that hits the net
But just as McEnroe's emotional outbursts were a profitable performance enabled by corporate sponsorships, they were also enabled by other social structures. The Mac Attack offers an opportunity Being John McEnroe | FEATURES to examine how public expressions of anger are also expressions of particular kinds of privilege that remain, in our current moment, unavailable depending on where one is positioned within the ongoing racial project of whiteness. The social licence McEnroe was granted to rage on court-even in the face of warnings, deducted points, and fines-was not extended to all, which helps to explain Adams's insistence that the Mac Attack had, for some, cathartic qualities. In his capacity as McEnroe's Davis Cup captain, Arthur Ashe, the only black man to have won the Wimbledon title, witnessed many of McEnroe's on-court rages first-hand; in his memoir, Days of Grace, Ashe confessed, "I wonder whether I had not always been aware, at some level, that John was expressing my own rage, my own anger, for me, as I could never express it" (89).
Ashe's remark that McEnroe was expressing his own rage, as he "could never express it," raises the question, as Roxane Gay does, "Who gets to be angry?" Phenomena such as Toronto's Rage Room-where clients can, for $20 a session, choose a weapon of choice, don protective gear, and destroy a whole host of household items 6 -suggest that unbridled rage is available to anyone with sufficient disposable income and leisure time. But in her New York Times article, Gay considers the cultural politics of anger particularly as it cuts across gendered and racial lines. When women get angry, Gay contends, "we are wanting too much or complaining or wasting time or focusing on the wrong things or we are petty or shrill or strident or unbalanced or crazy or overly emotional." Race, Gay adds, "complicates anger." Black women, she argues, "are often characterized as angry simply for existing as if anger is woven into our breath and our skin." That black women are subject to particularly intense scrutiny over expressions of anger was evidenced in the exhaustive me- perceived as "an angry black man" for fear of alienating white voters (Gay) . Considered alongside the important questions Gay raises about the racial and gendered logic informing who has the social licence to get angry, the rage McEnroe felt entitled to express-as "his right"-demonstrates how emotions function as the currency of one's privilege and define the boundaries of one's place in civil society. In many ways, the desires that attend the Mac Attack run parallel to the basic premise of Being John Malkovich, in which the characters enter a portal into Malkovich's consciousness only to experience a jouissance of rapturous ecstasy. The desire to be John McEnroe (whether in the form of a one-woman show or as a vicarious outlet, as Ashe did) is a desire to have access to this institution of emotional privilege-a membership that, like many tennis clubs to this day, remains restricted. 2 Compared to Pugen, who formerly played NCAA Division I tennis at the University of South Carolina and was on a path to professional tennis, Neuspiel was merely an active amateur and committed to a year of training to elevate his game to a level that could at least match Pugen's.
3 On the emergence of performance art as an effort to circumvent the art market through objectlessness, see Henry Sayre's The Object of Performance.
4 A description of the show can be found on the CCCA Canadian Art Database: http://ccca.concordia.ca/nuitblanche/nuitblanche2011/ artists/c8.html 5 Evidence of McEnroe's self-loathing and resentment over the tacit audience-performer/player contract imposed by the theatricality of tennis can be found in one of his most infamous outbursts during a match: "I'm so disgusting you shouldn't watch. Everybody leave!"
6 The Rage Room is offered at the Battle Sports recreational facility in Toronto. 
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